
 Morning everyone, chilly morning. Hope everyone is doing well. Thank- you 

students for trying your best with your work and to the parents for helping 

them. Miss you all and hope to see you soon. 

 

November 4, 2021 

 

Literacy:  

                   Alexander and Peyton 

Reading: 

-Read a book to your child, your child can read the pictures to you 

- Listen to a story online: Story Books Online (Google.com) 

Alphabet- 

- The Alphabet song/ABC Song / Phonic Song and listen to the alphabet    

Google.com 

 -Google: Zoo phonic sounds and signals practice   Google.com 

Speaking and listening Writing: 

Literacy- What did you dress up for at Halloween? Draw a picture of your costume 

and tell a family member about your costume. Label the picture with the 

beginning sound. Ex: if you drew a picture of a witch- you would put the letter h 

beside the hat. 

See Ms. Gallivan lesson for math 
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            Jacob, Mark, Ryan, Antonella, Amaya, Tucker 

 

Literacy- What did you dress up at Halloween? Write a descriptive piece about 

your costume. 

For Halloween I was……..  As you write answer the following questions: Where do 

you get costume? What color is it? What colors are on your costume or designs? 

 

Sight words: come, said, here, and, little Google- For each sight word,  

Google.com - Jan Richardson and Jack Hartman sight word: Listen to the song 

and say missing letters 

Read a book and answer the questions: Who are the characters in the book, 

what was the problem? 

 

  

Math- Jacob, Antonella, Tucker 

Count backwards from 20-10, (The teen numbers have a one in front of them.)  

Have someone say a teen number and you have to print the number. 

Make a pattern with objects or colors. Find the part that repeats and extend the 

pattern. 

 On google.com: Play save the whale game- when the game loads, change the 

number bond to 5, and save the whale by finding the numbers that make 5,  (We 

played this in class.) 
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                     Abby, Priah, Grayden, Amaya  

Numbers- skip counting- 

 Count to 0-100.  Count by twos to 100, count by fives to 100.   

If you googl.com skip counting you will find lots of song to help 

student learn to skip count. If you are ready, skip count 

backwards by 2’s from 100-0. 

Number Bonds: 

What makes ten- On google.com- Play the game save the whale 

with numbers to 10, change the number to 10. We played this 

in class 

Fill in the missing number 

2+___=10 

7+___=10 

5+___=10 

3+___=10 

 

 

 

 

 

 


